
❶ Compound and complex sentences are made up of two or more _______________.

❷ A compound sentence uses _________________ conjunctions.

❸ A complex sentence uses _________________ conjunctions.

❹ An _________________ clause can be a sentence.

❺ A _________________ clause cannot be a sentence.

❻ Use a _________________ to connect a dependent clause 
and an independent clause.

This is almost
as hard as
juggling!

Name ___________________________________________

Complex Sentences
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Complete the sentences.

A complex sentence is 
made up of one independent
clause and one or more
dependent clauses. 

It’s not real ly that complicated!
Just like a compound sentence, a complex sentence is made up of two or more clauses. 
BUT in a complex sentence, one of the clauses begins with a subordinating conjunction.

A subordinating conjunction links an independent clause (can stand alone) with a
dependent clause (cannot stand alone). It can appear at the beginning or middle of a sentence.

If the first clause in the sentence is dependent, a comma usually separates the two clauses.

[Unless I finish that project tonight] , [I’ll be sleeping in the doghouse.]

or

[I’ll be sleeping in the doghouse] unless [I finish that project tonight.]

subordinating conjunction

subordinating conjunction

comma

dependent clause independent clause

dependent clauseindependent clause

Some Subordinating Conjunctions
after

because

since

until

whenever

although

before

unless

when

while

This clause! That
clause! I’m starting

to get clause-
trophobic!

Untangle 
the Dangle! 

To the 
Rescue!

Let ’s 
Recap!

Let's Get 
Along! 

Very Strange
Sentences

Foul 
Fragments

Fragmented 

Speech
Now you 
try it! 

LetLet ’s s 
RecapRecap!

 ID, 
Please!

Building 

Compound 

Sentences
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Independent and Dependent Clauses

Create complex sentences below using an independent clause and
a dependent clause. Underline the subordinating conjunction. And
don’t forget the punctuation!

Subordinating Conjunction Bank   

after

because

since

until

whenever

although

before

unless

when

while

no one fell asleep

you won’t start coming down

before you go to Antarctica

after three weeks of camping

we have a great time

until you jump up

you should get an extra pair of socks

because you spoke so loudly

while I skip through the tulips

when Churchill had his party

he jumped out of a giant cake

it is dangerous

she hides in her basement

whenever we get together

since Melba won the lottery

I will sing songs of love

I looked like Bigfoot

unless you like exotic fruit

please return the papaya sticks

although biking without a helmet may look cool

BBBBuuuuiiii lllldddd    

CCCCoooommmmpppplllleeeexxxx

SSSSeeeennnntttteeeennnncccceeeessss

❶ 

❷ 

❸ 

❹ 

❺ 

❻

❼

❽

❾

❿

CCCCoooommmmpppplllleeeexxxx    SSSSeeeennnntttteeeennnncccceeee    GGGGrrrraaaannnnddddssssttttaaaannnndddd

Name ___________________________________________I’m building
sentences.
Awesome!

Although biking without a helmet may look cool, it is dangerous. 
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